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When people learn that there were many scientific traditions in the ancient 
world, they usually begin wondering why the fateful transition to modern science 
first happened where it did.l Joseph Needham has given the "Scientific Revo
lution problem" its classic formulation: "Why did modern science, the mathe
matization of hypotheses about Nature, with all its implications for advanced 
teehnology, take its meteoric rise only in the West at the time of Galileo?" This 

Dr. Sivin is Professor of Chinese Culture and of the History of Science at the University of 
Pennsylvania. 

1 This essay incorporates my current views on a historical issue to which I have returned 
regularly for some years. No doubt my views on this topic will be different in another decade; 
all I mean to accomplish with these ephemeral reflections is to transmit the idea that the issue 
is worth thinking about, to suggest how one might think about it, and to point out that certain 
ways of thinking about it are so burdened by suspect assumptions that they do not encourage 
clear explanation. I have addressed one aspect or another in previous writings, to which the 
reader is referred for documentation: "Copernicus in China," Studia Copernican a, 1973, 6: 
63-122; "Shen Kua" and "Wang Hsi-shan," in Dictionary of Scientific Biography, s.v.; "Next 
Steps in Learning about Science from the Chinese Experience," Proceedings, XIVth Internation
al Congress of the History of Science (Tokyo and Kyoto, 19-27August 1974), I, 10-18; Sivin 
(ed.), Science and Technology in East Asia (New York: Science History Publications, 1977), 
pp. xi-xxi; and "Chinesische Naturwissenschaft: Weber und Needham," in Wolfgang Schluchter 
(ed.), Max Webers Studie iiber Konfuzianismus und Taoismus. Interpretation und Kritik (forth
coming, Munchen, 1982). Joseph Needham has also provided a summary of our conversations 
and correspondence on the "Scientific Revolution problem," an interesting attempt to specify 
differences and similarities in our views, in Science and Civilisation in China, vol. 5, part 2, 
Spagyrical Discovery and Invention: Magisteries of Gold and Immortality (Cambridge, England: 
At the University Press, 1974), pp. xxii-xxvii. Here I set out my own somewhat different view 
of the divergences that accompany our very broad areas of agreement. In several points regard
ing the Scientific Revolution problem I have been anticipated by Wing-tsit Chan, "Neo-Con
fucianism and Chinese Scientific Thought," Philosophy East and West, 1957, 6: 309-332. 

I use "Scientific Revolution" to refer primarily to the transition in the exact sciences be
tween Galileo and Laplace and its wider repercussions by 1800. This is one of several defi
nitions in current use. I aclopt it for the purpos<' of this essay not because it is the best possible 
definition, but because it is the one most commonly presupposed by Sinologists and laymen 
who set out to compare developments in China and the West. Needham's usage of the term 
"Scientific Revolution" is often, but not consistently, broader. No definition can be considered 
better than a historiographic expedient. Lack of a consensus about the significance of the 
term has led some historians of science recently to reject its use altogether. 
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affirmation implies that one must investigate the absence of such a revolution 
elsewhere, and indeed page after page of Science and Civilisation in China is given 
over to "why modern science had not developed in Chinese civilization ... ?" He 
adds a second question that bears on this absence, enhancing the interest of the 
larger inquiry: "why, between the first century B.C. and the fifteenth century 
A.D., Chinese civilization was much more efficient than occidental in applying 
human natural knowledge to practical human needs. " 2 

In two decades of study, teaching, and public lecturing on Chinese science and 
medicine, I have encountered no question more often than why modern science 
did not develop independently in China, and none on which more firmly based 
opinions have been formed on the basis of less critical attention to available evi
dence. Since those who put forth these opinions are on the whole intelligent and 
thoughtful, I have gradually been led to suspect that there is more to the Scien
tific Revolution problem than meets the eye. In this essay I will turn it inside 
out in order to ask what assumptions about the European tradition of science
assumptions by no means confined to Europeans and Americans-encourage us 
to take this problem more seriously than its intrinsic merits justify. 

Issues 
In that millennium and a half European civilization was first experiencing a 

general collapse and then recovering from it. It is obvious that we ought to be 
looking at the Western end of Eurasia to account for European inferiority in tech
nology over a span of fourteen hundred years. But there are still other doubts to 
be expressed in connection with this second question. The natural knowledge 
that was being applied to human needs was not what we usually call Chinese 
science. 

Early technology did not succeed or fail according to how well it applied the 
insights of early science. Science was done on the whole by members of the 
minority of educated people in China, and passed down in books. Technology 
was a matter of craft and manufacturing skills privately transmitted by artisans to 
their children and apprentices. Most such artisans could not read the scientists' 
books. They had to depend on their own practical and esthetic knowledge. What 
that knowledge was like we can only reconstruct from the artifacts they left and 
from the scattered written testimony of literate people. Literacy spread consider
ably outside the elite over the last several centuries, but this did not lead to the 
substantial use of books to teach craft skills. The classical tradition of medicine 
was an applied science, but not a mere technology, in the sense that therapeutic 
decisions were based on a cumulative structure of systematic theory applied to 
experience. Less exalted kinds of curing were sometimes a matter of techniques, 
sometimes of rituals, neither of which depended on the abstractions of the classi
cal tradition. 

It also seems to me that comparing all of the scientific and engineering activity 
of one civilization with all that of another conceals more than it reveals, since it is 
only in modern times that these various kinds of work became closely conn~cted. 

2 Needharn, The Grand Titration: Science and Society in East and West (Toronto: Univer
sity of Toronto Press, 1969), pp. 16 and 190. 
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It is true that between the end of the Roman period and 1400 or so , a Chinese 
visiting Europe would have found it in many respects technologically backward. 
At the same time there was probably not a great deal to choose between Chinese 
and European medical practice before about 1850 (knowledge of anatomy and 
physiology had little therapeutic application earlier). Mathematical astronomy in 
China by its last high point about 1300 did not quite reach the general level of 
predictive accuracy that Ptolemy had mastered eleven hundred years earlier. 

I need not dwell on comparisons of this kind. They tell us nothing at all about 
what we can expect to learn from one culture or the other. After all, no one is 
proposing that we give up the study of Hellenistic alchemy just because it has 
become clear that the Chinese alchemical literature is richer in chemical knowl
edge. 3 What matters is that we are now able to begin comparing several strong 
traditions of science and technology based on the ideas and social arrangements of 
different civilizations. All of them must be attentively studied if we want to 
understand the general relations through history and across the globe between 
science and culture, science and society, science and individual consciousness. 
Without that understanding we will remain trapped in our own parochial view
points. Historians have more urgent work to do than trying to prove the inferiori
ty of every other culture to the one in which,they specialize. 

Science and Sciences 
As an example of how studying the Chinese experience can suggest clues about 

the character of early science in general, I offer the case of Shen Kua·;'ft;iti(1031-
1095), one of the most versatile figures in the history of Chinese science and engi
neering. Just to give a few examples, he is famous for the first discussion of 
magnetic declination and of printing with movable type, the only application of 
permutations in traditional Chinese mathematics, a proposal for nightly measure
ments of the lunar and planetary positions, the first suggestion in East Asia of a 
purely solar calendar, an explanation of the process of land formation by both 
deposition of silt and erosion, and an important book on the theory and practice 
of medicine. In addition to his technical activities, his writing has to be consulted 
by every student of early Chinese archeology, music, art and literary criticism, 
economic theory, and diplomacy. He made his early reputation as a land reclama
tion expert, and was deeply involved as a high official in the 1060's in the most 
important political reform movement for some centuries. 

Sherr's combination of unlimited curiosity and involvement in the affairs of his 
time had a special interest for my own education. For some time, through a series 
of studies roaming through different historic periods and technical disciplines, I 
have been trying to piece together bits of answers to a large question that I find 
boundlessly interesting. How did Chinese scientists in traditional times explain to 
themselves what they were doing? In other words, what was their understanding 
of nature and of their relation to it as conscious individuals living in a society? 
How did the insights of the various sciences hang together to form this under
standing? I had gradually formed a general idea of the sciences as defined in early 
China, but I couldn't see how their insights were combined to form that general 

3 See in particular Needham, Science and Civilisation in China , vol. 5, parts 2-4 (197 4-1980). 
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understanding. It occurred to me that I might do well to study how the sciences 
fit together in the mind of a person who was involved in all of them. The obvious 
person to study was Shen Kua. 

The pattern that emerged was familiar in its details but unexpected in its over
all shape. One aspect was that there does not seem to have been a systematic 
connection between all the sciences in the minds of the people who did them. 
The sciences were not integrated under the dominion of philosophy, as schools 
and universities integrated them in Europe and Islam. Chinese had sciences but 
no science, no single conception or word for the overarching sum of all of them. 
Words for the level of generalization above that of the individual science were 
much too broad. They referred to everything that people could learn through 
study, whether of Nature or human affairs (hsueh~ ), or even more broadly to 
any pattern that could be apprehended through any form of cognition (li J! and 
tao~ ). All of these terms could, for instance, include ethical or religious princi
ples discovered through reflection on authoritative texts. Li and tao could be 
grasped through mystical illumination. 

Let us consider for a moment the connection between items of knowledge 
about Nature in Shen Kua's writings. We can trace through a thousand years of 
comprehensive encyclopedias in China the old division between heaven, earth, and 
man-the cosmos and its phenomena; the earth and its features, territorial di
visions, creatures, and products; man and his institutions, usages, and accomplish
ments. In this conventional classification astronomy and astrology fell obviously 
enough under the sky; alchemy and medicine usually fell next to divination under 
technical skills (a rubric that includes painters and sometimes hired assassins). 
On the other hand, drugs fell sometimes among products of the earth and some
times among commodities. 

In Shen Kua's memoirs, Meng ch'i pi t'an~ j~ ~ft~ (Brush talks from Dream 
Brook), there is a rubric called "regularities underlying the phenomena~ .... tf." 
Under this heading -he like many others grouped together physical and numero
logical aspects of astronomy, astrology, cosmology, and divination, which refract 
the pattern of physical reality in their various ways. A section called "technical 
skills~'-~" puts medicine ngineering, and mathematics (including a tronumical 
mathcmati ), which shnre pmely in lrum ntal va lu , al ngsid ••r hit ·tur and 
gam . Ilis chapter on · lranue occurren es ~ ~ " ets out his th ugltt n the 

rigin of plant fossils, Lh ' firot recorded tl ~ ·ripti n of a tornad in .Eu ' l Asia , an 
account of his experiment on the formation of rainbows, and similar gems, ar
rayed cheek by jowl with unlikely hearsay and ephemeral curiosities. 

What makes us think of Shen Kua as a scientist was widely scattered through 
his own scheme of human knowledge (see Appendix). That scheme cohered not 
on the level of science, but on a much more general level. ln his writing, there are 
no clear boundaries between material that fits the modern conception of science 
and material that does not. That conception cannot carry us far in the effort to 
understand what Shen Kua was getting at. 

Shen Kua, in the second half of the eleventh century, made his turn on the 
stage of history at a time when a great upsurge in social mobility was broadening 
the group that ruled China. Many of these new men were interested in all sorts of 
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practical affair Lhnl w U-born people in earli r time would have c n ider 
neath them. [twa to oru xtenl a matter f gr at r ver"atility in public 
This was art r all a Lim when me•·it ratin!!S of officials were being ba 
quantilativ measure of effi i ncy in oUe ·ting taxes reclaiming land and 
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in lead of ntirely on virtue, breeding, and orthodoxy, a had b en th 
earlier. t lei ure too, llu- large group that hen Ku bel n~ d L was free to 
indu lg uriosity- in an amateur way. of cour -ab ut anything in the univer , 
including t chnical matter that earlier were fit nly for clerk or arti an . uly 
after h n's lif time did this evolving amateur id ·al eltle n phil.o ' ophy the art , 
and lit rature a. the appropriate reulms to b univer al within, 011 e aaain I aving 
the study f Lh earth and sky Largely t the rn re te hnicians. In the elev nth 

ntury ben wa only one f a numb r f polymaths wh e scientific and 
tecllll l gi al interests, however amateur, all 'meraed in connection with their 
vruied official re ponsibilities. u ung ~'.;~ (10-0 - llOl) and en u!!.~£ 
(d. 1040) are al.so weU-known xampl .4 Th inl U ctual onsi t ncy or hen' 
st;rl in st:ientific Lh ught ms to reflect th onaistency of his publi car r, in 
which that style was f rmed. 

The a tron mer in th c urt c mputin.g calendars t b ror ' 
name, the d tor nriug sick people in 1 hatever part of 
t.h alch mist pursuing ar ·haic ecrets in mountain haunt teacher , 
had no reason to relat their arts to each other. Philo pher were in n p ition 
t define a common dis ipline for all of th m, Aristotl and lt.i Sti Ce or had 
done in Europ , and so philosophers had practically u influen eon the develop
ment of th e sp cia! pursuits. l d not rn an Lo deny that people who worked in 
the · iences emh dded ttteir ·pecial knowl dge u1 world-vie' and so ·ial philo o-
phies. To the contrary, until very r the prospect of being a mer 
fun tional unit of s i ntifi manpo1 er tm n erned 1vith the larger ignifi. an e 
of one's work, wou ld have h n unimaginable. But thee' ' der per p tive to 
which ea ·h field rclat d w r pa d d wn wilh:in the s ·ien es lhems lve· . falh -
matics g man y, and o n., ca h came quipped with its own osmic meanings. 
These were eldom qui kly or ueepl inl1u need by conlemp rar philos phy 
but ontinu d. to dev 1 p in their di erg nt ways out of the the retical p r pe · 
tives with whi h Lhe ien ·e b gan in the Han period (:..06 B.C .. A .D. ~20). 

If anyon wer going to e k out th common ground f Lhe scien in China, 
iL was people like h n Kua, who were mastering them all. But hen put hl O\ n 
und ·r tanding tog ther in ways that did not lo ely link the various traditions 
that tudieu phy ical nature and in way· iliat ilid intimate! a~ ociat what today 
w uld b con ider d scientific with what would be called !!ross!. uper titious. 
The di ti.11ction betw en ience, pr to· ien ·e p udO· "'ience and non-science 
imply gel in the way of und r tanding th arti ·u lation of hen Kua· thought. 
urely il is necessary to under tand th ught b fore ne begi1 · to eva luate it. 

4L1 addition to (rrquenl ro(ru:en es in -ience and ivili crtion in ilina c . Miynsita , 
: .. II 'ung," m~ 969-9?0 in llerbert Prank ( •d.), un~ Biograph!;s (3 vols., .Wiesbade~ , 19-~) ; 
I ng Kuung,.mmg~"f~j~ & Wang h ·n·loJ.J~jt . u unu, pp. 123-134 rn In ltlut lor 
th :J liJ;t~ry of . cience, hinese . cademy of i e~ce-s (ed.) , Clrurrg-kuo ku-wi k O·htueh-chin 
tf.~.i+i. 'tf-'?f(Aucient hines . c.i nti ; B ijing, 1959); and ang Chin·kuangJ. i;fu , 
";f-1~ *!ft.!!~~ , ., Hang-chou ta-hsueh lrmeh-pao #ft.· I ~ f'...1/. ~~)} . 1979, 3: 34·38. 
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I would have to say that I failed to find the internal unity of Chinese science 
that I was looking for in the mind of Shen Kua. By way of compensation, I did 
learn the importance of an issue that I hadn't paid enough attention to before, 
that is, the relations of the sciences to other kinds of knowledge. 

Let me give one example. Shen devoted about as much space in his memoirs to 
stories that involve strange happenings, predestination, prognostication, and divi
nation, as to accounts that we would relate to science and technology. He himself 
does not seem to have viewed these enthusiasms as in conflict with his studies of 
Nature. 

His rational explanation of divination is not very different from the view of its 
most sensible modern students. It is more sensible, I would say, than Carl Jung's 
famous attempt to explain the notions behind the Book of Changes by his hazy 
and un-Chinese notion of synchronicity.5 Sherr seems to have believed that the 
divination techniques used in this time did not really describe the future or what 
was happening far away, so much as provide counsel about the unknown and 
inaccessible. For instance, he explained why the same technique gives different 
outcomes when used by different people: 

In his discussions of divination to determine locations of houses and tombs and 
to foretell length of life, Lii Ts'ai ~ i [d. 665] believed that techniques can
not yield reproducible results. It is quite true that technique is not reliable in 
this sense. Still he did not realize that every kind [of divination] is a matter of 
'substitutes j} .' "The ability to respond spiritually and make the truth mani
fest depends on the person"; thus if two people use a single technique the 
result of their divinations will be different. The human mind is by nature spiri
tually responsive, but since it is unavoidably burdened, one must, in order to 
gain access to it, use as a substitute some thing that does not have a mind. The 
result of divination can only be explained by what makes one's own spiritual 
response possible .... In fact anything that can be seen, heard, thought about, 
or speculated upon can be used as a substitute for this purpose. If this seems 
irrational, is not all good and bad fortune, are not all the mutations of life and 
death, irrational? Only with someone able to understand the pattern common 
to all this can one discuss the spiritual response that makes foreknowledge 
possible. 

Let me now rather freely paraphrase this statement in language more familiar to 
modern readers: Understanding is a matter of introspection. The questions we 
ask in divination are the ones we have tried to deal with reflectively but can't, 
because at the time our minds are too burdened for introspection to work. Divi
nation techniques ritually manipulate passive material objects, yarrow stalks and 
so on, providing an external process or set of images on which to concentrate as a 

5Jung, "Foreword" to The I Ching or Book of Changes (tr. Richard Wilhelm & Cary F. 
Baynes; Bollingen Series, XIX; New York: Pantheon Books, 1950), I, iii-vii. The quotation 
below is from_ Men,g_ ch'i pi t'an, item 145. Lu Ts'ai was a famous diviner and theoretician of 
divination. The word I have translated ''substitute" meaJ\S ruore literally "to make something 
serve as a temporary abode." The sentence in quotation marks is quoted by Shen from the 
Great Commentary (Hsi tz'u.f.~'l:l) to th Book of hnnge, A. 12 (compare Wilhelm tr., I, 
349). -;¥. illl 
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way round that blockage. In other words, prognostication draws indirectly, 
through ritual, on the power of self-examination. 

Access to one's personal future, whether by visionary foresight or by divination, 
is a perfectly natural phenomenon. It merges into the moral faculties, whose 
choices condition the future. It merges at the other end into the rational compre
hension of the natural order as it is reflected in any authentic experience. Shen 
did not confuse introspection and observation, nor did he draw a clear line be
tween them. Nor did he need to compare the importance of these two ways of 
knowing. What finally united the sciences, in other words, was the universal 
syatem of knowledge-uniting intellection, imagination, and intuition- of which 
they constituted only a part. I am arguing that sometimes to look at the sciences 
alone is to look too closely. 

Assumptions in the Scientific Revolution Problem 
ow ba k to the ci ntific Revo lution problem. It is tr ik:i:ng that thi question 

-Why didn't hin e beat Europeans to th ci ntific R volution?-happ Jl to 
be one of the few question that p pie fte n k in public pia es abou t why 
omethu w didn' t happen in hi tory. l t i analogot to lhe que tion of' by your 

name did not app ar n page f today' n wspaper. It belong to an infini te s •t 
of question that hi torian do n t make part f their re ·ear h programs because 
they have no d.iTect answer . Th y tran lat e into qu tion about the re t of the 
world. The one that concerns us, for instance, translates into "in what circum
stances did the Scientific Revolution take place in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries in Western Europe?" 

Why do people keep asking 1 hy the cientific Revolu tion did not take plac in 
China when they know enough not to xpla.in why lheir name did not appear on 
page 3 of to day's newspaper? Because the que lion n ourag · explorali rL 9£ a 
fascinating topic and provides orne rder for thinking ab ut it. It i , in oth r 
words, h uristi . Heuristic questions are useful at the beginning of an inquiry. 
As we om prehend enough to deal with complicated patterns, heuristi que tions 
tend Lo grow mur ky, and finally to lose their interest om par d with the em rgincr 
larity of wh.at did happen. 

So much for heuristic questions in general. Why do we tend to take this one 
more seriously than the general run? Somehow the Scientific Revolution problem 
holds a special urgency. 

That urgency is there, 1 ugge l , L cause this way of putting the problem con
tains and supports ertai n W t rn as umptions, assumptions that ordinarily we 
do not guestion. Above ttll w u ually a sume that the SCientific Revolution is 
what everybody ought to have had. But it is not at all clear that scientific theory 
and practice of a characteristically modern kind were what other societies yearned 
for before they became, in recent times, an urgent matter of survival amidst 
violent change. In fact we have made very little progress so far in understanding 
how Europeans originally came to want modern science and its concomitants, 
since the attention of historians has been concentrated on how these innovations 
came about. Nor has much attention been given to what accounts for the gradual 
and uneven diffusion of modern science within Europe-an issue that does not 
differ essentially, I submit, from that of its spread to other civilized parts of the 
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There is usually the further assumption that civilizations which had the po
tential for a scientific revolution ought to have had the kind that transpired in 
the West and encompassed the sorts of institutional and social changes that are 
identified with modernization. 

These assumptions are usually linked to a belief-or a faith, if you prefer-that 
European civilization all along was somehow in touch with reality in a way no 
other civilization could be, and that its great share of the world's wealth and 
power comes from some intrinsic fitness to inherit the earth that was there all 
along. Many of those like myself who reject this assumption argue that the 
privileged position of the West comes instead from a head start in the techno
logical exploitation of nature and the political exploitation of societies not tech
nologically equipped to defend themselves. 

Finally there is the assumption that, since modern science has so quickly and 
thoroughly become international, it transcends European historical and philo
sophic biases, and is as universal, objective, and value-free as the Nature that it 
seeks to understand and manipulate. 

What seems to be common sense in that last assumption (or in the self
conception that all the assumptions I have mentioned are part of) does not stand 
up to thoughtful examination. Modern science is still too marked by the special 
circumstances of its development in Europe to be considered universal. 

Chinese science got along without dichotomies between mind and body, ob
jective and subjective, even wave and particle. It is not that, for instance, physical 
and mental acts were confused, but they were not considered mutually exclusive, 
to be accounted for by sharply different varieties of discourse. In the West the 
first two dichotomies were entrenched in scientific thought by the time of Plato. 
Galileo, Descartes, and others carried them into modern times to mark off the 
realm of physical science from the province of the soul, which was decidedly off 
limits to secular innovators like themselves. These distinctions let scientists claim 
authority over the physical world on the ground that purely natural knowledge 
could not conflict with the authority of established religion. 

Science and religion have long sinceJearned to coexist, but we are still living 
with these distinctions. If they are European peculiarities, and perpetual sources 
of trouble at that, why hasn't modern science managed to rid itself of them? It is 
evidently not a simple matter to root them out. Until we do, there is something 
to be said for frankly admitting a certain parochialism in the foundations of 
science. The mathematical equations may be universal, but the allocation of 
human effort among the possibilities of natural knowledge is not. 

Science and technology have spread throughout the world, but that has not 
made them universal, in the sense of transcending European patterns of thought. 
In one society after another the encounter between old and new ideas has been 
abortive, resolved by social change and political fiat. Traditional ideas are simply 
excluded (on the grounds that they are primitive, superstitious, regressive, fit 
only for the lower classes, etc.) from the educational systems created to teach a 
new technical and managerial elite the values of technology alongside its theory 
and practice. 

MnrlP.rn tPPhnoloP"V is clearlv more powerful than that of traditional societies; 
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but to a larger extent than we generally realize, its strength emerges in application 
to needs and expectations that do not exist until it generates them.6 True 
universality would require modern technology to coexist with and serve cultural 
diversity rather than consistently serving as a tool to standardize it out of exist
ence. 

l am arguing Lhal lh noli n of a universal and valu -fr m )dern cieu e, 
whi h ha ·omeh \ h com indep ndent o f its cial and h" torical ri gi11 i 
wi hful thinking. It .i easy even fo r an intellig nt r aclcr t .be 1 d a tray n thi 
point. Th kernel of certain! from which it ari. c i eld rn d fined car full by 
tho e \ ho t out to xplain s ·i n t o non- i ntis t . It would b f oli h to 
deny that modern science has attained a verifiability, an internal consistency, a 
taxonomic grasp, a precision in accounting for physical phenomena, and an ac
curacy in prediction that no other kind of activity shares, and that lay far outside 
the grasp of early sciences. The rigor that makes these remarkable characteristics 
possible quickly disappears, however, once the formulation of a law or theory in 
mathematical equations, matrices of categories, or exactly defined technical con
cepts and mod l.s has b n tran lat d int th ordinar language and •~eneral dis
course of a given ultur . That tran lation into analogi and m taph r leeped 
in values mu t preced all publ.i di cus ion of science, aJtd m l philo ophic 
discussion . Tt e n pr des most reflection by cienlis n fi elds outside their 
own disciplines. 

Deyo nd th narr w ab tract realm in which exactitud ' po ible, w are n 
longer in ulated fr 111 the values and ubj ·tive judgmen that nap very a ' tivit 
ituat d within a o i ty. Th re are, f r ins lan , pro f und differ n ·e bet' en 

Lh haracter of modem scientific a ' Livity in the · nt mp rary P ople' R publi 
of hlna and United tate whi t h re flect differ nl predominant c nviction about 
the r lation b h een basi and applied ien , th relation of both to crenera l 
culture, lh ' r les f i nti t in definin u re r h pr gram procedure for plan
ning and upportinu individuals' _r ear h proje t , expectati ons about the ·o ia l 
ain t ~ hich ientifi · w rk will contri.bute, the organization and statu o[ 
pro fe sio nal ci nti. ts th onne tions of political ideas and _ i ntifi kno wledg , 
nnd the di · iun o f national resources .betwe n cienc an d Lh r pri riti and 
between various s i ntific u ·ti vi ties. That c rtain equa ti n and model t~r in-
variant b tw n the two ocieli i a fa t r in all th n ensuse , but _ i 
th ubiquity of oppo. abl Llturnb. Despil th Lnvariance, a giv n con t Uation 
f valu will tl.eterm.in tha t ertain law and llfp the an b de eloped 

further, and that th r will b aban u n d unl th y are amo ng the very few 
that individua an x pl r a t th ir priva t di r lion and their pri vule expense. 
Thnl greal i parity in ' hin · ami m ri an d finitions o f ps, chology is only 
on · parti ·ularly nbvi u xample that aff t- th lif and death of particular 
Lheori in on o •iety r th Lh r. 

So long as there is variation of such magnitude in the balance between the 
cognitive, practical, normative, and social dimensions of science, such words as 

6This point has been most persuasively argued in Langdon Winner, Autonomous Technology: 
Technics-out-of-control as a Theme in Political Thou~ht (Cambridge, MA, 1977). 
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"international" and "universal" are out of place. When applied to the narrow, 
rigorous technical realm of scientific cognition alone, they constitute a modest 
claim indeed-so modest that the two adjectives can hardly be understood in 
their customary senses. 

Nor can one accept uncritically the idea that modern science is in every es
sential respect European in its social and historical origins. To those familiar with 
the science of other cultures, any account of the early history of science is lop
sided, and misleading on the most fundamental issues, if it restricts itself sub
stantially to discoveries made and understandings worked out at the Western 
end of Eurasia; if it loses sight of the constant movement of ideas back and forth 
between civilizations from the New Stone Age to the present; if it does not ade
quately consider what Europeans had learned by the seventeenth century about 
Islamic, Indian, and Chinese science; or if it ignores the impact of exotic technolo
gies and materials on the experiences of Europeans. 

Fallacies of Historical Reasoning 
Growing awareness of the high level of science and technology in ancient China 

has led to cascades and avalanches of hypotheses from one scholar or another 
about factors that inhibited the evolution of modern science in China, or charac
teristics unique to the West that made possible or furthered a major scientific 
revolution.7 These often incorporate elementary fallacies of historical reasoning 
that deserve notice. 

7The most sifificant early contributions to this literalnre, in order oi their appentance, are 
Jen Hung-chiin~ ~~~, "'i.it.f!~H\i!. f;j.~i[.f. f& ," (The mason for China'& la ·k of citmce), 
K'o-hsueh f1 ,~, 1915, 1: B-13; Yu-lan fung, "Why China Bas No cience- An lllterprctation 
of the History and Consequences of Chinese l'lliloi!Ophy," The [n terlllltional] oumal of Elilics, 
1922, 32: 237-263; Homer H. Dubs, "The Failure of the Chinese to Produce Philosophical 
Systems," T'oung Pao, 1929, 26: 96-109; Derk Bodde, "The Attitude toward Science and 
Scientific Method in Ancient China," T'ien Hsin Monthly, 1936, 2~ 139-160; and Rhoads 
Murphey, "The Nondevelopment of Science in Trawtional China," Papers on China, 1947, 
1: l-30 (for others see the bibliographies of Science and Civilisation in China, esp. vol. II). Jen 
claims that science failed to develop in China after the Han period because of inattention to 
"the inductive method." Fung claims "it is because of the fact that the Chinese ideal prefers 
enjoyment to power that China has no need of science ... " (p. 261). Dubs refutes the silly 
prejudice that the character of the Chinese language made systematic thought impossible, but 
argues that "the result of the absence of mathematical systems was that the Chinese philoso
phers attacked the world piecemeal ... by empirical rather than by rational methods" (p. 108). 
He has nothing whatever to say about Chinese scientists. Bodde considers a number of aspects 
of attitudes toward science, and is aware of a few isolated scientific accomplishments despite 
hls disregard for the technicalliteratnre, but suggests that the most important "retarding effect 
upon scientific innovation ... has been the ideographic nature of the Chinese written language" 
(p. 158). Murphey, dependent upon Western-language sources and influenced by the stereo
types of F. S. C. Northrup, concludes "a naturalistic philosophy which might be called a 
reliance on the aesthetic continuum ... clearly had no place for the inductive hypotheses 
necessary for science" (p. 15). Writings of this sort are full of acute observations, particularly 
about philosophic attitudes expressed in the early classics, but demonstrate a failure on the 
parts of their authors to acquaint themselves with the literature of the Chinese scientific tra
ditions. They may well strengthen our conviction that Lao-tzu or Hsun-tzu would have been 
mediocre biologists or mathematicians, but they do not help us account for the theoretical 
analyses, mathematical proofs, and programs of empirical discovery so profusely documented 
in the writings of those actually engaged in studies of nature. 
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For roughly two-thirds of a century, it has been argued that although Ch'ing 
dynasty thinkers took the world as observable, nominalistic fact, just as Sir Fran
cis Bacon (1561-1626) did, unlike him they did not develop a scientific method
ology. Despite the positivist assumptions of such arguments, whether Bacon's 
scientific method has survived in the practice of contemporary science was not 
even considered. 8 It was, in fact, largely Scholastic in its origins, concerned 
with taxonomies rather than theories of natural phenomena, and resolutely uncon
cerned with mathematical measurement. Of the major early modern attempts to 
define how physical science might fruitfully proceed it was probably the most 
sterile, in contrast to Bacon's very influential convictions about the organization 
and ideology of scientific activity. 

This pattern of thought that faults the Chinese for not developing a scientific 
method that later proved abortive in the West crops up in many other forms. 
Another example is a well-known sociological study of Han astronomy when it 
attempts to explain the failure to develop a "unified scientific system." One 
reason given is that Chinese astronomers "were not interested in applied technical 
sciences, e.g., in developing theoretical tools which could be used to control the 
flight of a cannon shell or to direct sh!ps safe!y across the sea." 9 So much for 
the first civilization to note the declination of the compass needle. So much for 
the astronomy of an era more than a millennium before the invention of the 
cannon. The same lack of interest is prominent in the impetus theoreticians 
from John Philoponus (fl. ca. 530) to Jean Buridan (ca. 1295 - ca. 1358) and 
others of the &hool of Paris whose investigations furnished much of the basis for 
Galilean mechanics. How then did what is presented as a disastrous shortcoming in 
China fail to prevent in Italy-in fact, according to the conventional wisdom, 
help directly to bring about-the mathematical study of bodies in motion? 

Because of his knowledge of the Chinese sciences and the breadth of his hypotheses, Need
ham's is the earliest discussion of the Scientific Revolution problem that still commands 
att ntion, and i till the be t. The mo l us ful critiqu of N edham's writings on thi ubje t 
are, Irorn inologi t , Bodde, "Evid nc • for Laws of Nature' in hine e Thought,' Harvard 
Journal of .4siatic tudies, 1957 (publ. 195 ) 20: 709-727, and ' hine 'Laws f Nature': 
A Rec ltsideration," ibid., 1979, 39: 139-155, han, and A. . Graham, ·• luna, Europ , and 
tb rigins of Modern cience: Needham's The Grand Titration," pp. 45-69 in big ru Naka
yama & ivin (eJ.) hine e cience. E:rplorations of an n ienl Tradition (Camhridg , MA, 
1973); from a hiatocian of ci nc aka ama, "J os ph N edham, rganic Phi.losopher," ibid., 
pp. 23-43; Irom a philosopher, Robert . C h n, "The Probl m of 19 (k), • journal of Chinese 
Philosophy , 1973, I : 103-11"7; and [rom sociologists, Benjamin Nelson," ciencesand Civi liza
tions, 'East' and 'West.' Joseph Needham and Max Weber," Boston Studies in the Philosophy of 
Science, 1974, 11: 445-493, and Sal Restivo, "Joseph Needham and the Comparative Sociology 
of Chinese and Modern Science," Research in Sociology of Knowledge, Sciences and Art, 1979, 
2: 25-51. 

8Jen, loc. cit. ; Jo ph R. Levenson, Confucian China and its Modern Fate. The Problem of 
lntellectiUll Continuity (London , 1958), pp. 3-14; and David E. Mungello, "On the Significance 
of the Question ' Did China Hav i nee, ' " Philosophy East and West, 1972, 22: 467-478, and 
my comments on his article in the same journal, 1973,23:413-416. Fungalso refers to Bacon 
in connection with the Scientific Revolution problem, but there the issue is not method but, 
more pertinently, the relation of science and power (Fung does not specify what kind of power) . 

9Wolfram Eberhard, "The Political Function of Astronomy and Astronomers in Han China," 
pp. 33-70, 345-352 in Chinese Thought and Institutions (ed. John K. Fairbank; Chicago, 1957), 
p. 66. 
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Considered generally, this fallacy amounts to claiming that if an important 
aspect of the European Scientific Revolution cannot be found in another civili
zation, the whole ensemble of fundamental changes could not have happened 
there. The flaw of reasoning that underlies it is the arbitrary assumption, never 
explicit, never discussed, that a given circumstance amounts to a necessary con
dition. It is almost invariably arbitrary because if we trace the prehistory of the 
actual Scientific Revolution backward far enough, in most cases we can find a 
point when the circumstance is absent in Europe. In that case, on what grounds 
can it be considered a necessary condition? In most cases one need not go back 
very far. That is why, despite their currency among Sinologists, in the past gener
ation necessary conditions have practically disappeared from the armamentarium 
of discriminating historians of science. 

The mirror image of this fallacy may be seen in an influential estimate of the 
Chou i ~ .;; , the Book of Changes, as a deterrent to science. Here is the way 
Joseph Needham put it in 1956: 

while the five-element.Ji ~land two-force F.t7~ theories were favourable rather 
than inimical to the development of scientific thought in China, the elaborated 
symbolic system of the Book of Changes was almost from the start a mischie
vous handicap. It tempted those who were interested in Nature to rest in 
explanations that were no explanations at all. The Book of Changes was a 
system for pigeon-holing novelty and then doing nothing more about it. 

Nearly two decades later Ho Peng Yoke assured us that if Chinese scientists "were 
fully satisfied with an explanation they could find from the system of the Book of 
. Changes they would go no further to look for mathematical formulations and 
experimental verifications of their scientific studies. Looking at the system of 
the Book of Changes in this light, one may regard it as one of the inhibiting 
factors in the development of scientific ideas in China. " 10 

In these instances one is tempted to counter the arguments with matters of 
fact. Although Needham's extended discussion treats the Book of Changes pre
dominantly as a static classificatory system of concepts, if we examine its applica
tions to natural philosophy we find that it was most often used to construct 
dynamic explanations of change. One also looks in vain for a habit among Chinese 
scientists of constructing mathematical formulations and experimental verifica
tions; if one cannot prove that this tendency was evolving steadily to a certain 
point, if there is no tangible evidence that without the Book of Changes they 
would have "gone further," there seems to be no warrant for introducing from 
modern biology the metaphor of inhibition.ll 

10Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, II, 336 and 340; Ho, "The System of the 
Book of Changes and Chinese Science," Japanese Studies in the History of Scie11ce, 1972, 11: 
23-39. Attempts to explain scientific revolutions by lists of positive and negative factors 
abstracted from context have been criticized by Robert K. Merton in Science, Tech11ology a11d 
Society in Seventee11th-Century England (New York, 1970), p. x. 

11 Although Needham has given considerable weight to the notion of inhibition, as one 
would expect of a first-rate biologist he is cautious about using it in relation to processes that 
he cannot prove were under way. Writers who draw on his work do not tend to be so discrim-
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Exactly what does "inhibiting factor" mean in such contexts? Consider one of 
these often adduced to explain the failure of China to beat Europe to the Scien
tific Revolution despite an early head start, namely the predominance of a 
scholar-bureaucrat class immersed in books, faced toward the past , and oriented 
toward human institutions rather than toward Nature as the matrix of the well
lived life. But in Europe at the onset of the Scientific Revolution we are faced 
with the predominance of the Schoolmen and dons, immersed in books, faced 
toward the past, and oriented toward human institutions rather than toward 
Nature. They did not prevent the great changes that swept over Europe. It would 
take a more imaginative historian than myself to say whether those changes would 
have taken place sooner had Scholasticism never existed. 

The confusion about "inhibiting factors" is no less a confusion when it has to 
do with ideas or techniques. One might just as well call Euclidean geometry an 
inhibiting fa ctor for the development of non-Euclidean geometry, since so long as 
people were satisfied with it they didn't move on to a new step. But can one 
argue that non-Euclidean geometry would have developed sooner without it? It 
is unfortunate to see the remarkably interesting technical language of the Book of 
Changes, so powerful in systematically relating broader ranges of human experi
ence than modern science attempts to encompass, written off as an obstacle 
before anyone has taken the trouble to comprehend it thoroughly. 

The first fallacy confuses for a cause or necessary condition what is merely a 
description of an earlier state of a culture, or of a culture's way of doing some
thing. In its complement, as can be seen by the examples just given, the absence 
of the subsequent state is confused with an inhibitor. One who commits this 
second fallacy is metaphorically stopping growth that may not have been taking 
place. Both of the confusions I have described-blaming the earlier state for 
delaying the later state, and using the absence of something modern at one point 
to explain the unattainability of modernity later-confound continuity with stasis. 
They are bad history because they are bad philosophy. 

I recur to the assumptions about ourselves that I have discussed earlier, for they 
are at the root of both these fallacies. They turn the history of world science into 
a saga of Europe's success and everyone else's failure, or at best inherently 
flawed and transitory success, until the advent of redemption through moderni
zation. 

inating. This point i •·asily uemonstrated by examining the perceptive list of 29 "factors 
il1hiLi ting tloc emergence o( modern science in China and Western Europe" compil d (rom his 
writing in R t~livo (se note 7), pp. 46-47. [n only (oul' of thcs 29 does 1 eedham actua ll 
invoke the concept of inhibition , and nll are tauto logous or too varue to challenge (e.g. , "it is 
n nwt ter for reflection h w fa r Chin e alg bra was inhibitr cl from clcvdopm nts f pos t
Renaissance typ by it fai lur • tu produce a sign which wou ld p rmit the setting up of equa tion,; 
in modern form," cience and Civi/ilj{ltion irt China, Il1 115). ln a half-doz n other places 
N1· •dham u. rs w rtling which suggests inhibition, genernll in a sim ilarly agu wa (e.g., 
Conft~cian rationalism and human iRtn as "fundamental tend nci which pa.mrlorically helped 
th1: germ of s ien eon the on hand and injur d th rn on the other," 11 , l2). [n t.h•: r maininu 
"Ore of inslan ·s inhibition has b en read by the sociologist into statements aJJou t fai lure 
lack, and inadequacy. 
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Joint use of the pair of fallacies makes it easy to prove that the European 
breakthrough is not simply a fact of history, but was inevitable since history 
began. Was the horse and buggy a necessary preliminary to the invention of the 
automobile, or did it delay that invention? Would the automobile have emerged 
sooner if the buggy had never been invented, so that people would have been 
dissatisfied with less adequate vehicles? If we find some analogue of the horse 
and buggy in Europe, by fallacy l its absence in China made the invention of 
some analogue of the automobile impossible. If we find some analogue of the 
horse and buggy in China, we apply fallacy 2 and make it an inhibiting factor. 
Thus medieval European impetus theory, abstract and unconcerned with appli
cation, was a stage in the evolution in inertial guidance; the presumed unconcern 
of Chinese thinkers for application proves that inertial guidance could never have 
originated in East Asia. 

This is an infallible formula for reading the strength and power of modern 
science into the historic past-but only the past of Europe. For the past of other 
civilizations the test is always anticipation of or approximation to some aspect of 
early European science, or modern science. Why does the science of early Europe 
not need to be tested? Because of the assumption that its parentage of the 
Scientific Revolution was unique. Other civilizations shine only as they reflect 
the light of the European tradition. Or so the prophets of modernization suppose. 

I claim, therefore, that the fallacies that so often accompany discussions of the 
Scientific Revolution problem reflect a set of disastrous assumptions that lie be
neath the obvious interest and charm of its surface. They are disastrous because 
they encourage us to devaluate, without troubling ourselves first to comprehend 
on their own terms, scientific quests other than the one from which modern 
science most directly sprang. 12 We now find these assumptions accepted not only 
in Europe but to some extent in every country in which the history of China is 
studied. 

Why should intellectuals in a non-European country, that owes little of its 
culture before modern times to Western influence, accept this bias? That is per
haps inevitable, considering that modern education establishes itself (as it did 
originally in Europe) by teaching the rejection of the traditional past or its de
motion to a cultural exhibit that may be of use for nurturing nationalism (and, in 
the era of cheap package tours, for enticing tourists)- Since Japan has had a 
century's experience with a modern educational system and the self-conscious
ness it produces, Nishijima Sadao's acute analysis does not come as a surprise: 

12 Although Needham consciously assumes "that there is only one unitary science of Nature, 
approached more or less closely, built up more or less successfully and continuously, by various 
groups of mankind from time to time;' he sees this as a reason to study, rather than to ignore, 
non-European traditions. See his discussion cited in note 1 above. 

The sorts of scholars who affirm, without troubling themselves to peruse the Chinese scien
tific literature, that it could not possibly have any value (see notes 7 and 8) have recently pro
voked a reaction, equally uninformed, that claims l<:uropean science was markedly inferior to 
that of China as recently as three hundred years ago. See John Gribbin, "Did Chinese Cosmolo
gy Anticipate Relativity?" Nature, 1975, 256: 619-620, and for a critical discussion, Sivin, 
"Chinese Cosmology," ibid., 1976, 259: 249. 
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The 'static character' hypothesis holds that Chinese society lacked the capacity 
to form progressively a new era through its own efforts. This hypothesis was 
afforded particular emphasis by the viewpoint that the modernization of Chi
nese society was retarded. . .. Originally the 'static character' hypothesis, in 
company with that of 'Oriental despotism,' was advocated, in contrasts with 
Western European society, as a notion in polar opposition, for the sake of 
validating the self-consciousness that came into being with the formation of 
modern Western European society. That is, it was a postulate to serve as an 
element in the recognition of the value of modern Western European society . 
. . . In our country, when we deal with Chinese society from the point of 
view that makes the formation of the modern ego identical with the equal 
valuation of individuals in Western European civilization, we are led uncriti
cally to use the 'static character' hypothesis. This has brought about our 
t endency to be controlled by the inverted logic that makes the goal of under
standing Chinese society equivalent to grasping the origins or even the mechan
ism responsible for the persistence of its 'static character. '13 

In other words, if one begins with the assumption that the paramount issue in the 
study of China is accounting for the inevitability of backwardness, one is unlikely 
to question whether backwardness was inevitable, to ask whether there were not 
in her history prominent patterns of success from which we might learn, or to 
reexamine the assumptions about the modernized West that organize European 
history as a crescendo of success (with setbacks, to be sure, adding to the com
plexity and thus the charm of the crescendo), and that of other civilizations as a 
tableau of failure. Thus Nishijima states the intellectual convictions that justified 
and supported not only esteem for European civilization but also Japan's political 
aspirations in East Asia before and during the Sino-Japanese War. 

One more fallacy often appears in connection 1vith the Scientific Revolution 
problem, when historians select the aspects of the European experience that are 
appropriate for comparison 'vith other civilizations. I mean the fallacious as
sumption that one can make sense of the evolution of science by looking at intel
lectual factors alone, or socio-economic factors alone, according to preference_ 
Some people think of science predominantly as an intellectual quest after truths 
hidden in nature. They tend to think of China's failure to beat England to 
modern science as an intellectual failure. Other people, who think of science as 
primarily a social or economic phenomenon, tend to see the defeat as a matter of 
Chinese social or economic backwardness. But neither of these exclusive ap
proaches to explanation is adequate. The distinction between intellectual and 
social factors or between internal and external factors is not out there in the 
events we study, but in the mental habits and professional associations, in the 
division of labor, of historians. 

13 Nishijima Sadao~ "'!~ 'fl 1J., Chugoku keizaishi kenkyii tfli ~~~~·t.~f1\:(Studies in Chi
nese economic history; Tokyo, 1966), pp. 3-4. Nishijima 's remarks are part of an effort to 
explain the slow development of studies in Chinese a!!l'iculture. 
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Dimensions of the Scientific Revolution 
The Scientific Revolution and its consequences cut across the boundaries of 

historical specializations. Let me make this clear by defining its important di
mensions. 

To begin at the intellectual end, the Scientific Revolution was a transformation 
of our knowledge of the external world. It changed the questions we asked, the 
means we used to explore them, and the character of the answers. It established 
for the first time the dominion of number and measure over every physical phe
nomenon. It not only "combined, with effective logical precision, a theoretical 
search for common forms of explanation with a practical demand for accurately 
reproducible results," but envisioned precisely controlled action as the outcome 
of understandingJ4 

Ernst Gellner pointed out not long ago a particular way in which the European 
Scientific Revolution is more than a leap to a new form of knowing. It is natural 
to assume that in science the crucial test has always been "is it true?" But earlier 
that was only one of several equally important questions: Is it beautiful? Is it 
conventional? Is it morally improving? Does it lead to perception of the Good? 
Does it conform to certain esthetic patterns that all truth must, as astronomers up 
to Kepler believed that celestial orbits must be compounded of perfect circular 
motions? In science the test of truth has displaced most of these and redefined 
the others. This demand for truth above all was an appeal to fact - fact that was 
in principle public, verifiable, morally neutral, invariant with the social circum
stances of the observer, immune from interference by magician or god. But the 
new science did more than appeal to facts. It created facts of that kind for the 
first time. That is an awesome creation. It took place in Europe between the 
time of Copernicus and Laplace and has spread across the world since.l 5 

The same leap was not taken in seventeenth-century China. Could it in princi
ple have been taken anywhere but in Europe, or any time but then? It would be 
unbecoming to hide our practically total ignorance. 

The Scientific Revolution also meant a continuing redefinition of the con
nections of natural philosophy (i.e., science) to other kinds of knowledge. It 
meant a redefinition of man's orientation toward the past and the future. It 
meant a redefinition of what authority should determine what uses may be made 
of knowledge. It meant a redefinition of what knowledge of nature is socially 
desirable, and what socially undesirable. It meant a redefinition of how knowledge 
ought to be related to human individuality and to the active relations of man 
and nature. 

Galileo and his friends and successors could not have got round the authority 
of the Church on the strength of ideas alone. That message was conveyed to 
Galileo by the Congregation of the Index in 1616, and then with drastic finality 

14 Alistair C. Crombie, "Science and the Arts in the Renaissance: The Search for Truth and 
Certainty, Old and New," History of Science , 1980, 18: 233-246, esp. p. 235. 

15Gellner, Legitimation of Belief (Cambridge, England: At the University Press, 1974), 
passim The physicist-philosopher Robert Cohen makes the same point incidentally but a 
little more broadly when he speaks of "the Galilean tum" as a " rush toward dynamic, function
alized mathematics and abstract quality-stripped epistemology" (see note 7), p. 114. 
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when he was condemned in 1633. But he and his fellow spirits had begun con
structing a new intellectual community outside the old establishment. A hundred 
years earlier there had been no organized alternative to the Church and its scho
lastic educational system; then even Galileo himself might have died an arch
bishop.16 But in the Counter-Reformation the Church was beginning to be less 
attractive to the most talented and ambitious (and of course there was less room 
for those who were attracted). A variety of new careers was emerging. Among 
them the profession of scientist was being invented. This profession could not 
provide structures that paid for careers in research for more than an occasional 
genius until about 1800.17 Nevertheless its creators assumed from the start, for 
its amateurs, devotees, and enthusiasts, independent authority to formulate the 
laws of nature-took it away, in fact, from the Scholastics, for whom science 
could never be more than a collaborator of faith. Secular learning remade the 
universities and displaced other ancient institutions as over several centuries of 
evolution and revolution it formed a technical establishment. As Francis Bacon 
forecast in his New Atlantis at the beginning of the process, the institutions of 
science ultimately inherited the established church's charisma and its public claims 
to authority over all valid knowledge. The early modern concession to the Church 
of authority over matters of cognition, rational decision, emotion, etc., to which 
I have already referred, was essential but only temporary, as these came no longer 
to be considered activities of the soul. The soul's province has been narrowed to 
that of faith, when it appears in scientific textbooks at all. 

Freidson and others have shown the formation of a profession depends on a 
grant of autonomy from society-autonomy not only to set its own standards for 
admission, competence, and compensation, but also to evolve bodies of knowledge 
and universes of meaning that only specialists can understand.18 In Europe natu
ral science could contend for this status because other learned groups already had 
it. Physics could follow medicine in creating new institutions with the right to 
regulate their internal affairs. I might remark in passing that no such institutions 
existed in China. The guilds had no such status. Despite the secure bureaucratic 
status of imperial physicians and astronomers, by 1600 there was no occupational 
group sufficiently autonomous or coherent to be called a profession. Scientific 
knowledge, although highly technical, was widely studied by elite amateurs, and 
the social consensus forbade corporate bodies governed by norms distinct from 
those to which all subscribed (I will refer below to later changes in this situation). 

All of the mental and social changes in Europe that I have summarized above 
were one process, and none of its parts seem to me separable. I remember how 
puzzled a classicist colleague once was at why Archimedes didn't set off a scien-

16 On the earlier position of the Church as a locus of careers open to talent see Alexander 
Murray, Reason and Society in the Middle Ages (Oxford, 1978), pp. 282-314. 

17 See, for instance, Arnold Thackray, "Natural Knowledge in Cultural Context: The i\1an
chester Model," The American Historical Review, 1974, 79: 672-709, esp. p. 692. 

18 0n professional autonomy, Eliot Freidson, Profession of Medicine. A Study of the Soci
ology of Applied Knowledge (New York, 1970), esp. pp. 23-46; on "conceptual machineries of 
universe-maintenance" and the organizations that support them, Peter L. Berger & Thomas 
Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality. A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge 
(Harmondsworth, England, 1971, first pub!. 1966), pp. 110-146. 
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tific revolution. My colleague was convinced that Archimedes had the mathe· 
matical tools to invent dynamics; why did he stop short, eighteen hundred years 
before Galileo? Why didn't someone form a committee and fund an enormous 
research project so that Archimedes' dynamics and his talent for invention could 
have saved the Hellenistic world from its enemies? Unfortunately, neither new 
ideas without human organization to carry them out, nor new associations rear
ranging cliches, can change the world. 

This outline of the Scientific Revolution's many dimensions is meant to suggest 
how much we are likely to miss if we care only about social factors, or only about 
intellectual factors, as we survey the situation in China. Until recently, for 
instance, people concerned with that topic, including myself, have overlooked a 
significant piece of the Chinese picture, which I will now consider. 

Scientific Revolution in :rventeenth-Century China 
By conventional intellectual criteria, China had its own scientific revolution in 

the seventeenth century. This is a point of no small interest if we are meditating 
about why China could not have had one. 

Western mathematics and mathematical astronomy were introduced to China 
beginning around 1630-in a form that before long would be obsolete in those 
parts of Europe where readers were permitted access to current knowledge (in 
post-Galilean Italy they were not). Several Chinese scholars, among them Mei 
Wen-ting~ j( ~~~~ (1633-1721), Hsueh Fcng-tso ~~ JfJ... ~~(ca. 1620-1680), and 
Wang Hsi-shan j._ 1; M(l628-1682), quickly responded and began reshaping the 
way astronomy was done in China. They radically and permanently reoriented 
the sense of how one goes about comprehending the celestial motions. They 
changed the sense of which concepts, tools, and methods are centrally impor
tant, so that geometry and trigonometry largely replaced traditional numerical or 
algebraic procedures. Such issues as the absolute sense of rotation of a planet 
and its relative distance from the earth became important for the first time. 
Chinese astronomers came to believe for the first time that mathematical models 
can explain the phenomena as well as predict them. These changes amount to a 
conceptual revolution in astronomy. 

That revolution did not generate the same pitch of tension as the one going on 
in Eutope at the same time. It did not burst forth in as fundamental a reorienta
tion of thought about Nature. It did not cast doubt on all the traditional ideas 
of what constitutes an astronomical problem, and what significance astronomical 
prediction can have for the ultimate understanding of Nature and of man's relation 
to it. 

Most important, it did not extend the domain of number and measure in 
astronomy until it embraced every terrestrial phenomenon (the Jesuits were obli
ged to conceal from the Chinese that development in Europe). What happened in 
China bears comparison with the conservative revolution of Copernicns rather than 
with the radical mathematization of hypotheses Galileo precipitated. In a sense 
the Galilean breakthrough had nothing to break through in China, where, since no 
Aristotle had convinced students of nature that mathematical precision could not 
apply to quotidian terrestrial events, it was freely so applied. Still we do not find 
anything corresponding to Galileo's conviction that physical realities must be iso-
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lated from the flux of sensation by measurement (as in experiments) so that 
physical truth can be made to manifest itself in straightforward quantitative 
relations. Shen Kua, in the eleventh century, once argued that measure is an arti
fact, and possible only when phenomena are isolated from the continuum of 
nature in observational instruments; but his concern was the design of armillary 
spheres, and he saw no repercussions for the study of those aspects of nature 
that man can manipulate.19 

The most striking long-range outcome of the mid-seventeenth-century Chinese 
encounter with European science, in fact, was a revival of traditional astronomy, 
a rediscovery of forgotten methods, that were studied once again in combination 
with the new ideas and that supported what might be called a new classicism. 2 0 

Rather than replacing traditional valuesl the new values implicit in the foreign 
astronomical writings were used to perpetuate traditional values. 

Why didn't this conceptual revolution have the social consequences that his
torians of Western science have insisted we should expect? By the mid-seven
teenth century European civilization had had no appreciable political or social 
impact in China, and astronomy had to make its way on its own merits. The old 
and new astronomy ceased to be in antagonistic competition, once the predictive 
superiority of the European techniques was acknowledged. 

One is tempted to see the process by which Western astronomy put down its 
first roots in China as the last major face-to-face encounter of non-Western and 
European science in world history. By the eighteenth century modern science 
was crossing national boundaries on the coattails of Empire, and competition 
between sciences, literatures, religions, etc., on the basis of their abstract merits 
had become a thing of the past. Even in the seventeenth century, despite the 
high drama of eclipse prediction contests in the court, the fact remains that the 
triumph of European computational techniques came about not through a con
sensus of great minds but by an imperial decision to hand over operational con
trol of the Astronomical Bureau to Jesuit missionaries. 

Revolutions in science as well as in politics take place at the margins of society, 
but the people who made the one in seventeenth-century China were firmly at
tached to the dominant values of their culture. 21 At the time there could be no 
students of astronomy motivated to cast off traditional values, and willing to 
follow ideas where they led even if the society around them fell apart. The foreign 
techniques, fJOwerful though they were, offered Chinese students no alternative 
route to security and fame, and the civil service examination system hardly left 
leeway for one. The only astronomers who could respond to the Jesuits' writings 
were members of the old intellectual elite. They were bound to evaluate innova
tions in the light of established ideals that they felt an individual responsibility 
to strengthen and pass on to the next generation. 

The most influential early champions of Western astronomy, such as "'lei and 
Wang, were men of the lower Yangtze region who lived through the \lanchu 

l9See "Shen Kua" (note 1), p. 385. 
20 y oshio ~likami, "The Ch'ou-]en Chuan of Yiian Yiian," Isis, 1928, II: l25. 
21 See "Wang !-lsi-shan," pp. 159 and 164, and for further details, Si,~n , "\Yang Hsi-shan, " 

Dictionary of Jling Biography, s. v. 
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invasion and adopted the traditional role of the loyalist who would not serve a 
new dynasty;f· J\ iZ Having refused to strive for conventional careers in a 
society that m their view had fallen apart, they were motivated to spend their 
lives studying and teaching the new mathematics and astronomy while they used 
them to master the neglected techniques of their own tradition. They rejected 
the Ch'ing present not for a modernist future but to keep alive the lost cause of 
the Ming for one more generation. Wang Hsi-shan even avoided using the Ch'ing 
dating system. The ancient model he adopted provided a role for only one gener
ation, the one that was maturing during the transition between two dynasties; he 
could have no permanently marginal posterity. Despite his superb critical acumen 
he was the opposite of Descartes, for whom every ancient institution had to 
justify itself by the new criteria of clear and distinct ideas or be considered a 
mere vestige. 

The principal Chinese _proponents of European astronomy in the late seven
teenth and early eighteenth centuries-the successors of Wang and Mei-argued 
that its archaic foundations had originated in China and made their way westward, 
so that studying it could not be considered a rejection of tradition. They made it 
one of the foundations of the Evidential Research (k 'ao-cheng)£5 ~'§i) movement. 
That movement substituted for the intense moral inquiry and concern with state
craft of the Ming-Ch'ing transition a sustained cumulative application of philology 
and quantitative research to recover the pristine forms of the classics. An im
portant analysis of this movement by Benjamin Elman demonstrates that, especial
ly in the lower Yangtze region, it did evolve career patterns independent of the 
civil service, patterns in which success and financial security depended on the 
~egard of peers for one's technical publications. But the great philologists, despite 
their concern for rigor, were not Cartesians either: the goal of their striving was 
authenticated, definitive editions of their civilization's most ancient documents. 22 

In summary, over most of the past thousand years Chinese society was suf
ficiently unified and permeable in its upper reaches that few who had the learning 
and ambition to formulate alternatives to conventional ideas were relegated to 
the margins. The classical mode of education ensured that to be an intellectual at 
all was to take up the burdens of elite culture. The contrast with Japan, begin
ning in the late eighteenth century, is instructive. There astronomy for some time 
had been done only by functionaries, who could not even perceive the basic ideas 
that animated Western science. On the other hand, medicine provided a practically 
unique avenue of social and economic mobility within the rather broad margins of 
a society that as a matter of principle excluded non-hereditary talent from the top. 
One finds advocates of Western ideas among medical men from the ronin and 
townsman classes, whose stake in the Chu Hsi synthesis and other aspects of sho
gunal orthodoxy was minimal. It was the doctors who championed foreign ideas 

22 Eiman, "The Unravelling of Nco-Confucianism: The Lower Yangtze Academic Com
munity in Late Imperial China," unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Oriental Studies, University 
of Pennsylvania, 1980 (UM8107740). Another signal contribution on the influence of astrono
my is John Henderson,"The Ordering of the Heavens and Earth in Early Ch'ing Thought," 
unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, History, University of California at Berkeley, 1977 (DDK-77-
31393). 
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in other fields of science as well. 23 In the very different social circumstances of 
China before the twentieth century, physicians were as unimportant in the propa
gation of European science as astronomers were important. 

If then we seek in China those for whom science was not a means to conserva
tive ends, for whom a proven fact outweighed the whole body of millennia! 
values, we do not find them until the late nineteenth century, when they became 
the first modern scientists in that country. By that time foreigners exempt from 
Chinese law and backed by gunboats had constructed new institutions and new 
career lines. These were most attractive to those they had educated, who had no 
other prospects. We can no longer talk about the encounter of the old and new 
astronomy. Social and political change had left nothing for the old to do. It 
became rare as time passed for modern scientists to be aware that their country 
had had its own scientific tradition. Only in the last generation has that awareness 
been revived. 

Conclusion 
My frustrations in trying to make sense of science in China arise partly because 

of the many levels of human activity that have to be encompassed over such a 
great sweep of time and human experience. They arise partly because the Euro
pean Scientific Revolution seems to call for an understandi~g in'greater breadth 
and depth than its historians have insisted upon. Once we keep in mind the many 
dimensions of scientific change and their complex relations, it becomes less sur
prising that the Scientific Revolution took _place only when and where it did. 
The process increasingly comes to resemble historic evolution-the sum of human 
decisions and acts, always to some extent arbitrary and wrongheaded- rather than 
fate, inexorable determinism, teleology, manifest destiny, an inexorable logic un
folding from ancient Greek rigor, or the hidden operation of some World Spirit. 

Looking at these three scientific revolutions-the one we think we know so 
well in Europe, the one that didn't take place in Archimedes' lifetime, and the 
one that wasn't what we expect it to be in seventeenth-century China-suggests 
that we have a great deal to learn about the specific circumstances of each, seen 
in all its dimensions, before we are ready to tell the world why the first of the 
three couldn't have happened in other times or places. 

I believe that the breakthroughs coming up in the study of Chinese science 
will be of another kind altogether. They will have to do with understanding in 
depth and in an integral way the circumstances of people who did science and 
technology: how their technical ideas related to the rest of their thought; what 
the scientific communities were-that is, who formed a consensus that certain 
phenomena were problematic, and that certain kinds of answers were legitimate ; 
how those communities were related to the rest of society; how the responsibility 
of men of knowledge to their colleagues in science was reconciled with their 
responsibility to society; what larger ends the sciences served, that kept their 

23 Shigeru Nakayama, Characteristics of Scientific Deve /oprnen I in }a pan (New Delhi , 1977), 
pp. 20-23, which duplica tes to some extent his "J apan e ci ntifi Th ught ," Dictionary of 
Sc ientific Biography XV, 728-758, esp. pp. 742-7 ; i\ lusa oshi ugimo to & David L. Swain, 
Science and Culture in Traditional Japan. .D. 600-18H ( mhridgc, iliA, 1978), ch. 5. 
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laws conformable to the laws of Chinese painting and to the basic principles of 
moral conduct. 24 

These are issues about which we understand very little with respect to China or 
to Europe. It will take much further study and reflection on both sides before 
the comparative history of science is ready to take off. My prognostication is 
that by that time we will no longer be asking why the transition to modern 
science did not first take place in China. 
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APPENDIX 

CHAPTER HEADINGS IN SHEN KUA; 
BRUSH TALKS FROM DREAM BROOK 

Ancient Usages 

Philological Criticism 

Title 

Music and Mathematical Harmonics 

Regularities Underlying the Phenomena 

Human Affairs 

Civil Service 

Wisdom in Emergencies 

Literature 

Calligraphy and Painting 

Technical Skills 

The Supernormal 

Strange Occurrences 

Errors 

Wit and Satire 

Miscellaneous 

Materia Medica 

Begins With 
Jotting No. 

1 

42 

82 
116 
151 

189 
224 

245 
277 

298 
338 

357 

388 
401 

420 

480 

There are a total of 507 jottings in Brush Talks from Dream Brook, or 609 
including its two sequels. For a classification of the book's contents according 
to field of knowledge treated, see Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, I, 
136. 

24 The language in which I pose these questions is more or less that of the sociology of 
knowledge. It is interesting that Crombie (see note 14) has phrased a very similar set of topics, 
also intended to provide an integrated view of the Scientific Revolution problem in terms 
familiar to intellectual historians and thus to the majority of historians of science: "conceptions 
of nature and of science, of scientific inquiry and scientific explanation, of the identity of 
natural science within an intellectual culture, and the intellectual commitments and expecta· 
tions that affect attitudes to innovation and change" (p. 234). 
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